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Details of Visit:

Author: chessgrandmaster
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 23 Dec 2014 1:15
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 65
Recommended: Neutral

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Girlfriends Experience
Website: http://www.gfemassage.co.uk
Phone: 01142447062
Notes: Formerly known as Butterflies

The Premises:

GFE, a well reported establishment. Clearly the best in the Sheffield area to date, in regards to
quality, excellent receptionists, and booking proceedure. Nothing can be faulted in regards to the
establishment.

The Lady:

From the website:
“Channel is a gorgeous mixed raced Caribbean beauty that as the most enticing personality that
you can imagine.”
She is certainly personable, and although geographically challenged, I perceive no maliciousness in
the lady. I think she is genuine, honest, but is somewhat unimaginative.

“She stand at 5' 6" and as a size 10 figure which is a perfect shape of 36, 26, 36DD”
Which is all probably true. I could not quite tell if she was enhanced, but was not given the
opportunity to explore too deeply into things to verify either way.

“Channel is the perfect Girlfriend and her lips are so succulent you cannot help but want to kiss
them”
Which would have been delightful if permitted, but kissing was openly discouraged seemingly.

The Story:

As it now appears, I found Channel more than adequate for the purpose, but there was no real
connection with her and myself. There is no mention of her strong Scoucer accent, which could
potentially prove to be an attractive asset, but was sadly lacked in any true authentic manner.
There are many pluses for Channel; a nice physique, busty and certainly not unattractive. The
major downsides to this lady, for me, outweigh any positivity I can derive from the encounter
though, which saddens me, as I do not think there is any ill-will on her part. She is clearly into the
job for the renumeration considerations and not for the sheer pleasure of providing gratification.
Channel’s oral technique is a highlight for her. An excellent technique and it was a great shame
that more time was not spent on this, as genuine skill was clearly abundant. Although kissing and
licking was not in her repertoire, there was a gentleness and smoothness that was appealing.
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I cannot complain about the sex itself, although copious amounts of lube did not aid in any specific
sensation.

My dissatisfaction was with the timeliness of things. Mechanical is possibly the best adjective I can
attribute to her conduct. Again, not done in any kind of grumpy or unwilling manner, but I gained the
sense that a routine was established and that was not to be broken. Kissing, sadly, did not seem to
be on offer, despite several attempts. No massage as such in the fore-play, although I did have a
brief 5-minutes one afterwards, and again, this provided nice with decent pressure and some skill,
although again, single-technique was apparent.

Although I used fingers on her, Channel was clearly not comfortable with this and reverse oral,
which was on my agenda did not seem to be desired either, which again, is a shame.

The final reason why I cannot give this report a positive outcome is that once completed and I
availed myself of a quick shower, whilst Channel tidied up, when I exited the shower, she asked if I
could make my own way out. To be fair, and to her credit, she did offer to stay, but it was obvious
that she did not want to linger and prolong anything. I bid her goodbye and concluded by dressing
and exiting on my own, which is a first for this establishment. Although I do not strictly mind this, it
was a distinct indication that she did not feel comfortable or enthused to give full value for the
service.

Let me conclude that this is in no way a poor reflection of the lady. I do not think this is a bad
encounter, but the blemishes in Channel’s conduct and performance can’t persuade me to see her
again. She has positives, and I would recommend her for the various attributes I have described
above, but I would urge you to enter into such an encounter with these expectations and realise to
what you are going to get and what you will potentially not.
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